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NOVAE as Distance Indicators  
in the Gaia era   



•  Introduction to Nova outbursts 
•  The MMRD relationship  
•  Old and recent calibrations of MMRD 
•  Are Novae really good ?  
•  The Gaia impact 



The Nova phenomenon 

When pressure at bottom of  
accreted layer (mostly H) is 

      P > 1019 dyne cm-2  

→ violent TNR 
→ accreted shell ejected 
     (v ~ 1000-5000 km s-1) 





The physical parameters of the outburst 
are primarly determined by the: 



….however as a first order of 
approximation one can say that  
‘the more massive is the WD the 
more powerful is the outburst’ 



The Absolute Magnitude at Maximum 



   The usage of novae as distance indicators is 
based on the pionering studies of McLaughin 
(1945) in the MW and Arp (1956) on M31. 
Confirmed by Rosino (1964) and Capaccioli et al. 
(1989). They found that the absolute 
magnitude of novae at maximum correlates 
with the rate of decline.  
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Why Novae are good ?  
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Problems ? 







1.  Calibration of the Galactic MMRD based on 
“historical” Novae (nearby or in the 
anticenter direction)    



2. Direct calibration of the bright tail of the 
MMRD of the LMC (VST+GAIA) 



i)  GAIA Calibration of MMRD (MW and LMC)  
     + E-ELT observations of Novae in galaxies    
     with (m-M) ~ 35  Ho measurements <~8% 

ii)  Calibration of SNe-Ia in Es 

iii) 40h/galaxy   

Conclusions 





PAY 1 & GET 2 FOR FREE!!  



The topic of nova explosions touches several fields of  
   astrophysical interest which need distance measurements 

•  White dwarf structure 
•  Nuclear reactions 
•  Hydrodinamics of 

explosive mass loss 
•  Common envelope 

structures 
•  Dust Formation 
•  Mass of the ejecta 
•  Abundances   



             3. Nova Outburst 









Distance determinations can be achieved,with an 
accuracy of  about 12%, through the observation of 
> 12 novae per galaxy. 










